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Abstract
The goal of video resolution enhancement is to produce a single high resolution still
image from several lower resolution images. With multiple image frames, sub-pixel
motion in video sequence can be exploited to produce a single high-resolution frame.
Motion estimation is done between frames and the information contained in each low
resolution frame is combined.
This thesis develops a video resolution enhancement method for scenes contain-
ing multiple independently moving objects and evaluates the results. A comparison
is made to several interpolation methods which use only a single image frame and
establish a reference point for video resolution enhancement.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A video sequence consists of still image frames displayed in rapid succession. The
resolution of a single frame is poor due to the limitations of the camera sensor.
The rapid rendition of video scenes often masks the resolution loss, as well as other
degradations from the imaging process. When a single frame is displayed, there is
noticeable loss of information and detail from the original scene. As a result, it is
difficult to produce a high quality still image using a video sequence frame. In the
absence of the opportunity to modify the camera sensor, improving the resolution of
a single frame can only use the information present in the video sequence. This thesis
examines different approaches to video resolution enhancement.
Resolution enhancement of video frames is a valuable tool. Many events involve
dynamic activity and motion which are best captured in video. At the same time,
still photographs of events are often desired. It is very cumbersome to obtain both
forms of image capture. Often a photographer is forced between video and still frame
cameras to best preserve the memories of the event. Higher resolution, beyond the
resolution of any single video frame, is needed to make scenes captured from video
comparable to those photographed with still cameras. In addition, large format prints
of the image may be desired and the size of the image must increase.
Scene
f(x,y)
g(x,y)
Figure 1-1: Imaging process
1.1 Problem Formulation
The goal of video resolution enhancement is to produce a single high-resolution still
image from several lower-resolution video frames. To understand the problem of
resolution enhancement, it is first important to understand how the original images
are formed. The imaging process is shown in Figure 1-1. The original scene can
ibe described as a two dimensional continuous function f(x, y). The scene is first
imaged through the camera sensors. Since the response of the sensor is bandlimited,
this process blurs the image of f(x, y). This is equivalent to convolving the input
signal f(x, y) with the blurring function of the camera b(x, y). As in all real systems,
the resulting image is corrupted by additive noise rq(x, y). To process and print the
image using computers, the resulting image signal must be quantized and sampled
(represented by A()) resulting in the sampled digital signal ^(x, y). In this case, x
and y represent the discrete sampled locations of the continuous image f(x, y).
Ori 
inal
The imaging process can be expressed mathematically as follows 1:
(x, y) = A( b(i,j)f(x - i,y -j) + i(x, y)) (1.1)(i,j)ERb
Once the signal is digitized, the picture elements (pixels) from a low-resolution
video frame can be considered as samples of the scene photographed. There are 2
possible techniques to produce higher resolution still frames: single frame image in-
terpolation and multi-frame resolution enhancement. Possible applications of this
research include printing high resolution stills of an NTSC frame, large format print-
ing, transform of NTSC video to HDTV quality video, and low bit rate video coding.
This thesis does not address the problem of noise reduction.
1.1.1 Interpolation
Image interpolation is the simplest way to increase the number of sample points of an
image. Interpolation attempts to derive the original continuous signal, which can be
resampled at smaller intervals, using only information from the frame to be enhanced.
It does not truly increase the resolution, since no more information is added to
the image. However, increasing the number of sample points and restoring the image
by deblurring, will result in an image which appears better than the original.
1.1.2 Multi-frame Resolution Enhancement
Using a single frame to increase the resolution is difficult if not impossible. Removing
the restriction of only one frame may facilitate an actual resolution increase. A true
increase in resolution of an image requires 2 tasks:
1. More information must be obtained from the scene. The degraded image frame
is lacking detail and information that can be resolved by the viewer from the
'Rvariable refers to the region of support of the variable.
Figure 1-2: Sampling grid of digitized video frame
scene. Resolution enhancement attempts to restore this lost information.
2. The information must be correctly incorporated into the low-resolution image.
It is not adequate to only increase the information from the scene, but this
information must be combined with the degraded image to produce a higher-
resolution image.
Video sequences tend to contain scenes with moving objects, as well as global
camera motion. A single frame of a video sequence produces a static image which
when digitized can be considered as coarse samples of the original scene (Figure 1-2).
With the sub-pixel motion between frames, the samples obtained in successive frames
are from slightly shifted scene positions relative to the original scene samples. Thus,
additional frames from a video sequence increase the amount of information obtained
from the scene.
To increase the resolution of a single frame, additional information from successive
video frames can be added. To correctly incorporate additional information to the
degraded frame, motion estimation techniques must be used between the original
reference frame and successive video frames. In this manner, the precise sub-pixel
displacement of samples from successive frames is determined in the reference frame.
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Figure 1-3: 4 registered frames with global motion.
Solutions to this problem have been attempted using images with global camera
motion [10, 13, 14, 15, 18]. In this case, all the motion between two frames is the same
for each point in the image, and it is easier to do accurate motion estimation and
registration. Different processing techniques have been proposed to reconstruct the
high-resolution frame. Once the global camera motion is estimated, the frames can
simply be aligned on a high-resolution grid and the resolution of overlapping regions
is increased (Figure 1-3).
In reality, video sequences are not restricted to only global camera motion. Most
video scenes taken in natural environments consist of different people and objects
moving in independent directions. This thesis attempts resolution enhancement on
frames from video sequences containing multiple motions generated by several differ-
ently moving objects. The difficult task is to obtain accurate motion estimation. In
Figure 1-4, the information in the second frame registers differently for each object.
Once the sub-pixel displacements are known for each object, the information from
moving objects can be aligned on a higher resolution grid.
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Figure 1-4: 2 frames with multiple motion.
1.2 Thesis Overview
Chapter 2 investigates several single frame interpolation methods. Experiments are
done to determine the results of simple interpolation to establish a reference point
for multi-frame resolution enhancement. Presumably, any resolution enhancement
algorithm which uses multiple frames will be more complex. To make the effort
worthwhile, the results should be better than the simple interpolation technique.
Chapter 3 examines several algorithms for motion estimation proposed in liter-
ature. It is important that the motion estimation algorithm be able to successfully
estimate the motion in scenes containing several differently moving objects. At the
same time, computational intensity must be monitored.
Once velocity estimates for the motion in a video sequence are obtained, the high-
resolution image can be reconstructed. Interpolation and restoration are also needed
in multi-frame resolution enhancement to produce the final image. Interpolation
is needed, since the sample point values are collected on grids which have random
relative shifts. This results in overall non-uniform sampling. Thus, some points
will have to be interpolated onto the high-resolution grid to reconstruct the higher-
resolution image. Restoration is again required to reduce the blurring introduced by
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the video camera sensors.
Chapter 4 describes the high-resolution reconstruction algorithm. In addition,
a comparison is made between images enhanced by single frame interpolation and
multi-frame resolution enhancement. The evaluation is of algorithm performance,
algorithm limitations, and computational intensity. Determining algorithm perfor-
mance is done by inspecting the resulting images looking at high frequency details,
edges, and overall image appearance. It is important that the image is not blurred as
a result of processing since that will defeat the purpose of resolution enhancement.
Algorithm limitations are specified to define what types of images can be enhanced
and what types of motions can be successfully estimated in the video resolution en-
hancement algorithm.
Chapter 2
Interpolation
Interpolation is used to fit a continuous curve between discrete sample points. In this
manner, the number of sample points of an image can be increased by resampling the
continuous function that is generated by interpolation. Increasing the number of sam-
ple points in an image will result in an image which appears better than the original.
Several interpolation methods have been described throughout the signal processing
literature. This chapter will evaluate a few inexpensive interpolation methods.
When the size of an image is doubled in both directions, the number of sample
points in the image is quadrupled. To quadruple the number of sample points in the
original image, ^(x, y), the image must first be expanded by 2 in each direction. i.e.:
f(x,y) = f(x/2, y/2), when both x and y are even (2.1)S0, otherwise
This process quadruples the number of points in the image by inserting a zero in
between the original sample points. The scaled image is completed by applying an
interpolation method.
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Figure 2-1: h(x) nearest-neighbor interpolation
2.1 Nearest-Neighbor Interpolation
A band-limited signal sampled at or above the Nyquist rate can be perfectly re-
constructed (interpolated) by passing it through an ideal low pass filter [16]. The
convolution kernel associated with the ideal low pass filter is the sinc function in the
time domain. This sinc function is of infinite extent and can not be implemented.
The simplest way to scale an image, is to use nearest-neighbor interpolation [12,
16]. To increase the number of sample points, one simply replicates the original
image sample points. Nearest-neighbor interpolation can be viewed as the convolution
of a piecewise constant kernel with the original discrete sample points. The great
advantage of using convolution kernels to do interpolation is that signal processing
theory can be used to evaluate different methods. The continuous one dimensional
kernel used for nearest-neighbor interpolation is shown in Figure 2-1. The kernel
h(x) = 1 for -0.5 < x < 0.5. The original signal is defined for the integer values of
x. The extension to two dimensions is straightforward: h(x, y) = h(x)h(y).
The frequency response magnitude of the nearest-neighbor interpolation filter in
one dimension is shown in Figure 2-2. The frequency response of the ideal low pass
filter is shown for comparison. The first zero crossing of the nearest-neighbor inter-
polation filter extends beyond the cutoff frequency of the ideal low pass filter. As a
result, this interpolation method has little resolution loss which is determined by the
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Figure 2-2: H(f) (nearest-neighbor interpolation -- , ideal low pass filter ....)
width of the main lobe of the interpolation filter. This is a desirable feature when
the goal is resolution enhancement. Unfortunately, since this response has very high
sidelobes the original signal must be very well sampled (beyond the Nyquist rate)
such that, false high frequencies from replicated spectrum are not preserved. This is
known as interpolation error [12] and will result in noticeable pixel replication in the
output image.
2.1.1 Example
The following is an example of nearest-neighbor interpolation. Figure 2-3 shows an
original 200 by 200 image at full scale. After the image is expanded by 2 in each
direction, the two dimensional interpolation filter is applied to the image. The scaled
image is shown in Figure 2-4. The resulting output image has not been blurred
significantly. However, interpolation error results in very noticeable jagged edges,
since the original signal was not over-sampled.
2.2 Bilinear interpolation
Interpolation error can be reduced significantly by using a higher order interpolation
filter. Linear interpolation (bilinear in two dimensions) applies a piecewise linear
Figure 2-3: Original image (200x200)
interpolation filter to the original sample points. The one dimensional convolution
kernel for linear interpolation is shown in Figure 2-5.
The frequency response of this interpolation filter is shown in Figure 2-6. This
filter has reduced sidelobes when compared with the nearest-neighbor interpolation
filter. Therefore, noticeable jagged edges are not present when the signal is under-
sampled. Unfortunately, this interpolation filter does more low pass filtering and
the resulting output signal is slightly blurred. Therefore, there is a trade off between
nearest-neighbor and the linear interpolation. The bilinear interpolation filter reduces
jagged edges by smoothing the image. The result of bilinear interpolation is shown
in Figure 2-7. The increase in resolution loss is apparent.
2.3 Cubic interpolation
Further reduction in interpolation error result when a higher order polynomial con-
volution kernel is applied. A common interpolation method used is a bicubic inter-
polation filter which consists of a product of 3rd order polynomials. Unfortunately,
simple bicubic interpolation results in a severely smooth image. Figure 2-8 shows the
result of simple bicubic interpolation. However, good results have been produced by
using a finite support piecewise cubic convolution kernel.
Figure 2-4: Original image scaled using nearest-neighbor interpolation method(400x400)
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Figure 2-5: h(x) linear interpolation
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Figure 2-6: H(f) (linear interpolation - , ideal low pass filter ....)
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Figure 2-7: Original image scaled using bilinear interpolation method (400x400)
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Figure 2-8: Original image scaled using bicubic interpolation method (400x400)
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2.3.1 Piecewise Cubic Convolution
This section describes a method which uses a constrained piecewise cubic convolution
kernel to interpolate a signal. This convolution kernel has been described to be an
efficient approximation to the ideal reconstruction sinc function [19].
Good results have been produced by using a finite support piecewise cubic con-
volution kernel [19]. The one dimensional kernel, h(x), is composed of piecewise
cubic polynomials on the subintervals: (-2, -1), (-1,0), (0, 1), (1, 2). The original
signal is defined for the integer values of x. The extent of the filter is such that each
interpolated point is derived by using 4 original sample points.
A piecewise one dimensional cubic convolution kernel can be written as follows:
aIxI3 + bIx12 + CIxI + d, 0 < IlI < 1
h(x) = ejx13 + flxl2 + gzxJ + h, 1 < lxi <2 (2.2)
0 2 < Ix
This kernel is designed to be symmetrical so that it will have zero phase. Con-
straints are imposed on the kernel to determine the value of the coefficients. The
first constraint is that h(0) = 1 and h(n) = 0, where n equals -2, -1, 1, and 2. This
constraint implies that the interpolated continuous function will pass through the
original sample points. Additional constraints are that h(x) and its first derivative
must be continuous at the boundary points. This will assure that the final interpo-
lated function is continuous and smooth.
The constraints described above lead to seven equations and do not completely
determine all eight coefficients for h(x). There is a free parameter which can be used
to adjust the filter as desired. Allowing e to be the free parameter results in the
equations below.
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Figure 2-9: h(x) piecewise cubic interpolation
(e +2)|xl3 - (e+ 3)IX 2 +1, 0< IXz <1
h(x) = eX13 --5elx 2 + 8ejx - 4 e ,  1 _ 2x < 2 (2.3)
0 2< x
Several heuristics have been used to determine this free parameter. Since h(x) is
supposed to approximate the sinc function, e is constrained to be between -3 and
0. This assures that h(x) is concave down at x = 0 and concave up at x = 1, -1.
The following values of e have been suggested in literature: e = -1, e = -. 75, and
e = -. 5. Setting e to -1 matches the slope of h(x) to the sinc function at x = 1, -1.
This choice of e is preferred for visual enhancement of the image. The frequency
response of this filter amplifies frequencies in the high frequency part of the pass
band. As a result, the image is sharpened. Setting e = -. 75 allows the second
derivative of h(x) to be continuous at x = -1, 1. Finally, e = -. 5 has been used for
mathematical preciseness in that the Taylor series approximation of the interpolated
function matches the original signal in as many terms as possible. [19].
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Figure 2-10: H(f) (piecewise cubic -- , ideal low pass filter ....)
2.3.2 Results
In the example that follows, the value e = -1 was used. Figure 2-9 shows the one
dimensional version of the convolution kernel h(x). Notice the resemblance to the
sinc function. The one dimensional frequency response of the digital filter used to
quadruple the number of sample points is shown in Figure 2-10 along with the ideal
filter response.
After the image is expanded by 2 in each direction, the sampled, 7x7, two di-
mensional interpolating convolution kernel h(x, y), is convolved with the expanded
image. The origin of h(x, y), shown in Figure 2-11, is the 1.0000 in the center of the
figure. Since h(x, y) is designed so that the output function will pass through the
original sample points, these points do not need to be recalculated. The only output
points that need to be calculated are the points where zeros were inserted to form
f(x, y). Since h(x, y) is symmetrical, the output image can be computed with an
average of 5.25 floating point additions per pixel and an average of 1.75 floating point
multiplications per pixel.
The resulting printed image is shown in Figure 2-12. This image is free from the
artifacts present in the other scaled image.
0.0156 0.000 -0.0781 -0.1250 -0.0781 0.000 0.0156
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
-0.0781 0.000 0.3906 0.6250 0.3906 0.000 -0.0781
-0.1250 0.000 0.6250 1.0000 0.6250 0.000 -0.1250
-0.0781 0.000 0.3906 0.6250 0.3906 0.000 -0.0781
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.0156 0.000 -0.0781 -0.1250 -0.0781 0.000 0.0156
Figure 2-11: h(x,y)
Figure 2-12: Scaled image using piecewise cubic interpolation method (400x400)
Chapter 3
Multiple Motion Estimation
In the previous chapter, interpolation was used to increase the number of sample
points in an image. The resolution of the image is not enhanced, since no additional
information is added to the image. If one compares the spectral contents of an image
before and after interpolation, the information is identical.
To increase resolution and detail of objects in an image, more information from
the scene must be gathered and correctly incorporated into the image to be en-
hanced. With motion, this may be accomplished using multiple frames from a video
sequence. The precise sub-pixel displacement of pixels in successive frames must
be determined, such that the addition of new information will successfully result in
resolution enhancement.
Motion estimation between two frames can provide the required sub-pixel dis-
placement. Two dimensional motion estimation assumes that the motion of each
pixel from one frame to the next can be described as a pixel translation in the image
plane. When motion estimation is done between frames, the translational velocity
of each pixel in the first frame determines its sub-pixel displacement and its loca-
tion in the second frame. Thus, new information can be used to increase resolution.
However, it is not a simple requirement to provide accurate motion estimation from
scenes with multiple motions.
3.1 Motion Estimation Overview
Many algorithms for motion estimation have been proposed throughout the image
processing literature [1, 2, 3, 7, 11, 17]. This chapter describes and examines differ-
ent motion estimation algorithms to determine which is most appropriate for video
resolution enhancement with multiple motions. A consideration in evaluating a mo-
tion estimation algorithm is its accuracy. In addition, algorithm complexity must be
considered. Since results of video resolution enhancement will be compared with in-
terpolation, there is a trade off that must occur. Increases in computational intensity
should result in improvement in reliability of motion estimates.
3.1.1 Block Matching
,One simplifying assumption used in motion estimation is data conservation between
frames (i.e. all objects in the first frame are located in the second frame at shifted
positions)[1]. With I(x, y, t) representing the image intensity I at point (x,y) and
time t, data conservation implies for some horizontal and vertical velocity u and v:
I(x,y,t)- I(x + u,y + v,t + 1) = 0 (3.1)
Block matching is the most intuitive approach to motion estimation between two
frames. In a block matching algorithm, a region from frame 1 (usually an NxN block)
is searched for in frame 2. At the correct motion estimate for each block, the difference
in image intensity between the two frames should be equal to 0. To ensure reliable
velocity estimates, a full search of frame 2 to find the match with a block from the
first frame can be done.
In real situations, it is difficult to find a velocity estimate which can satisfy equa-
tion 3.1 for every pixel in the block. Consequently, the resulting velocity estimate of
each block is determined by minimizing the following data conservation error equation
[4]:
ED(u, v) = [I(x2, y, t) - I(x + u, y + v,t + 1)]2  (3.2)
(x,y)eBlock
The least-square velocity estimates u and v for each block are assigned to each
pixel in the block. Problems will arise when there are multiple motions in the block
and when there is significant non-translational motion in the picture. With multiple
motions, large block sizes may cross motion boundaries. The accurate motion of
some pixels within the block are different from others, but they are all forced to have
identical motion estimates.
In addition, since the desired motion estimate between frames must be of sub-pixel
accuracy, the sampled image frame must be interpolated, and additional searching
done once the initial integer velocity estimates are determined.
3.1.2 Region-Based Motion Estimation
To avoid the explicit search and interpolation, a continuous model of the sampled
intensity image was assumed and a Taylor series expansion of the data conservation
equation 3.1 above was applied [9]. Further, an assumption of small motion between
frames allows the higher order terms to be dropped resulting in the familiar optical
flow constraint equation:
OxI I It
This equation constrains the motion estimate to a line in u - v space. Since in
real situations, it is difficult to find velocity estimates that satisfy equation 3.3 for
every pixel in the region, the velocity estimate for the region is again determined by
minimizing the following error equation:
OI OI 0IED(U, v) = [u + - + (3.4)
(x,y)eRegionx y (.
An additional advantage to this new formulation of the data conservation equation
is that a parametric motion model may be applied to the region. When a motion
model is used, the velocities (u and v) are no longer restricted to a constant value
:for the whole region. Instead, each velocity to be estimated is determined by a
parametric equation. The velocities in equation 3.4 are replaced by u(x, y; a) and
v(x, y; a), where the motion model parameters to be estimated are represented by
the variable a [3].
One popular model used is an affine flow model which uses 6 parameters to esti-
mate global motion over a region. This motion model allows for translation, as well
as rotation. Unfortunately, these models, which assume global motion, suffer from
what is referred to as the generalized aperture problem, since the size of the region
must be both large to constraint the solution and small to assure a single motion in
the region [3].
A fundamental problem in motion estimation over a region which contains mul-
tiple motions is the interdependence between segmentation and motion estimation
(Figure 3-1). To accomplish accurate motion estimation, the image frame must first
be segmented into regions containing a single motion. However, correct segmentation
of an image first requires accurate motion estimation. Simultaneous segmentation
and motion estimation is required to assure reliable estimation.
A claim often made of region-based motion estimation is that the accurate motion
of multiple objects in the region can be correctly estimated. When iteratively applied
Figure 3-1: Interdependence between segmentation and motion estimation.
over a region containing multiple moving objects, the motion of the "dominant object"
is selected [2, 17, 11, 7]. These approaches begin with no initial segmentation and
iteratively estimate motion and then segment the region. Unfortunately, it is not clear
what constitutes a "dominant object" in the region. In addition, convergence requires
sufficiently large motion differences between objects [7]. In the absence of accurate
segmentation, solutions to region-based motion estimation become unreliable, and
region-based algorithms are not sufficient for multiple motion estimation.
3.1.3 Pixel-Based Motion Estimation
:If the size of the region is reduced to a single point, the aperture problem can be
avoided. Motion is estimated for each individual pixel. Let u(,,y) and v(.,,) be the
velocity estimates at the point (x, y). The data constraint error equation to be mini-
mized at each point becomes:
BI OI BI
ED(U(r,y), V(r,y)) maU(f,y)r+ aiV(x,y)+ i 2 (3.5)
When motion parameters are estimated for each individual pixel, differently mov-
ing objects are no longer forced to have identical motion estimates. Unfortunately,
the solution becomes under-constrained, since only information (data conservation)
at a single point is used to solve for two dimensional motion u(,,y) and v(,,y).
To help constrain the solution, a smoothness constraint equation is added to the
data conservation error equation [9]. One assumption made is that motion velocities
vary smoothly over the image frame. With rigid body motion, neighboring pixels have
similar velocities. A first order measurement of smoothness violation is the square of
the velocity gradient magnitude:
Bu + u 2v Ov(x)U + (au and (4)2 + ()2 (3.6)
ax ay Cz X y
When the motion parameters estimated are smooth over the image frame, the
velocity gradient magnitudes are small. Thus, it can be used to form a smoothness
error equation which is minimized at the correct estimated solution. Since the pixel
s.ites are located on a discrete grid, velocity gradients must be estimated. A good
approximation to the partial derivatives in equation 3.6 at point (x,y) is velocity
differences over a small local neighborhood Q(,w) [3]. Thus, the smoothness error
equation can be expressed as:
Es(u(x,y), v(x,y)) = [(u(X,Y) - u(,j))2 + (v(,y) - v(, 3j)) 2]  (3.7)
(i,j)E•( X,y )
A first order neighborhood system Q(x,y) is defined to be the set of north, south, east,
and west neighbors of a point (x,y). (Figure 3-2)
The total error equation to be minimized is formed by a weighted sum over the
image frame of the data conservation and smoothness error terms at each point. Since
the velocities across the image are assumed to be continuous and smooth, a membrane
0
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(x-l.y) (x,y) (x+l.y)
0
(x.y-l)
Figure 3-2: Neighborhood fl(,y)
[5] model of motion is formed.
E = E [AED(u<(,y), v(x,y)) + Es(u(<,y), v(<,y))] (3.8)
(X,y)
A is used to control the relative importance of velocity estimates that minimize the
smoothness error term versus estimates that adhere to the data constraint equation.
The resulting velocity is found between solutions that minimize each term separately.
A least-squares formulation of the smoothness term alone is minimized when the
velocity estimates are equal to the mean of the neighborhood velocities. This is
shown by setting the derivatives of the smoothness error equation to zero and solving
for u(x,y) and v(,,Y).
8Es
= = 4(,)- U (i,j) = 0 (3.9)
EE = 4v(,y)- V (i,j) = 0 (3.10)
(V)-,)Y)
As A approaches zero, the estimated values of u(,,y) and v(,y,) approach the mean
values, U and 75, over the neighborhood. This value of A is appropriate only for
constant velocity over the entire image frame. Setting A too small will severely over-
smooth the velocity estimates.
In addition, A can not be set too high. At each point, the data conservation term
is mimimized when the estimated values u(,,,) and v(,,y) satisfy the linear equation 3.3
at each point. However, the resulting motion estimates will be noisy due to expected
.errors in the estimation of partial derivatives [9].
Unfortunately, setting A low enough to smooth the noisy results from the data
conservation term may resust in oversmoothed results. This is best illustrated in Fig-
ure 3-3, which shows the constraints of the error equation 3.8 at a point (x, y) in u - v
space, namely the data conservation constraint line for the term ED in equation 3.8
(see also equation 3.3) and the velocity estimates of 4 neighboring points N in the
term Es. One neighboring point belongs to a separate independently moving object.
Hower, the estimation algorithm pools information, and a velocity estimate that best
satisfies all of the terms in the error equation is determined. The estimated velocity
will fall between the cluster of neighboring estimates and the separate neighbor esti-
mate. Therefore, the incoherent neighbor will pull the answer away from the correct
motion estimate.
The error equation as it is stated in equation 3.8 works well when the membrane
model of motion is true. However, multiple moving objects in an image sequence give
rise to motion discontinuities between regions. In these video sequences, motion is
not smooth; it is piecewise-smooth.
3.1.4 Robust Estimation
A way to smooth the motion estimates while preserving motion discontinuities is
needed. The pixel-based motion estimator needs to be made robust such that it
does not penalyze for violations in symplifying assumption. The influence, on the
estimation process, of neighboring points with incoherent motion needs to be elim-
inated or reduced. Two slight modifications to the pixel-based motion estimation
Figure 3-3: Error constraints in u - v space
algorithm have been proposed which provide robust estimation of motion. They are
the line-process and outlier-rejection.
Line-Process
A line process is a means of describing the location of motion discontinuties between
pixels in an image frame. If these locations were known a priori, the smoothness con-
straint between two separetly moving neighbors could be disregarded when estimating
motion. A binary line-process variable 1(,,y)(i,j) is defined between points (x, y) and
(i, j) as follows:
1, when motion discontinuity is present
0, otherwise (3.11)
Line-process variables can be used in the pixel-based motion error equation. When
a motion discontinuity is present between two neighboring pixels, the corresponding
smoothness error term can be "turned off" by setting the line variable 1(x,y)(i,j) be-
0
(x.y+l)
(x-Iy) M (x.y) I (x+I.y)
(x.y-l)
Figure 3-4: Neighborhood (fl(,,)) and possible discontinuities (---)
tween the neighboring points to 1, such that only information from coherently moving
neighbors is used to determine the motion at that point. Figure 3-4 shows a neigh-
borhood and possible motion discontinuities.
Unfortunately, motion discontinuities are not known a priori, and the values of the
"line process l(x,y)(i,j) must be estimated simultaneously with the motion estimation.
This leads to a very complex minimization process, since the number of variables to
be estimated has increased. The modified error equation 3.8 becomes:
E = E [AED(u((,x), v(,y,))+
(X,y)
(3.12)
(3.13)
A penalty term, Ol(x,y)(i,j) has been added to discourage the introduction of lines.
Motion discontinuity is a rare occurrence in most motion sequences. Without the
penalty term, the estimation process will tend to over-segment the image, and lines
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Figure 3-5: (a) p(x) = x 2,  (b) O(x) = 2x
will be placed everywhere.
The error equation to be minimized is now non-convex and has many local min-
ima. The non-convex nature is seen as follows: for a specific estimate of the line
variables l(x,y)(i,j), there is a certain velocity estimate which minimizes the error equa-
tion. Different estimates of the line variables l(x,y)(ij) will produce a different velocity
estimate which locally minimizes the error equation but is not necessarily the global
minimum. The problem of minimizing non-convex energy equations has been stud-
ied extensively and stochastic minimization techniques, such as simulated annealing
have been developed to find the global minimum [8]. However, these processes are
computationally expensive.
Outlier-Rejection
Outliers are points where the simplifying assumptions of data conservation and motion
smoothness in video sequences are violated. The point-based estimator above assumed
a membrane or continuous model of velocities over the image frame. Therefore, the
resulting motion estimates smoothed over motion discontinuities. Neighboring points
belonging to separate moving objects are outliers with respect to the smoothness
constraint assumption. To estimate the correct motion, the influence of outliers must
be reduced or eliminated (as in the line-process). The membrane motion model
must become weak[5], in that occasional discontinuities (breaks in the smoothness
assumption) must be allowed.
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Figure 3-6: (a) p(x, a) = log(1 + (g)2), (b) (x, o) - 2
The pixel-based motion estimation algorithm uses a quadratic estimator. When
outliers are present, their resulting arguments (velocity difference) in the smoothness
term are high at the correct velocity estimate. In this respect, the quadratic function
:is not a good estimator for a weak membrane model of motion. This can be seen
by looking at its derivative O(x) in Figure 3-5 '. O(x) is termed as its influence
function, since it determines how much the value of the estimator changes with a
change of argument [3]. At the correct motion estimate, coherent neighbors have
low arguments in the smoothness terms, since the velocity differences will be small.
As a result, their influence is low relative to that of outlying neighbors. When the
velocity estimates move away from the correct solution toward the outlier velocity, the
decrease in the error equation from the outlier terms is greater then the increase from
terms of coherent neighbors. Therefore, when outliers are present the motion estimate
will be pulled away from the correct solution. Thus, the result is an over-smoothed
motion estimate.
A robust estimator is used in [3] which does not use a line-process to estimate
motion. The advantage of using a robust estimator is that outliers can be rejected
automatically, and the computational expense of an explicit line-process is reduced.
A Lorentzian function is used (Figure 3-6) instead of a quadratic estimator. The
influence function /(x, ou) begins to decrease after a certain argument value (x = r)
called the outlier threshold . This point is determined by the control parameter
1Following the notion of [3], p(z) is the estimator function and O(x) is its derivative.
)O)0
(7 = rV/2). Beyond this point, outliers begin to have a lower influence on the
estimation of velocity. This is what is desired for an estimator in the weak membrane
model of motion. Motion estimates will still be smooth. However, when occasional
discontinuities are present, outliers will have very small influence and will not over-
smooth the results.
In addition to the smoothness error terms, the data conservation term is also made
robust, since there are points where this assumption may be violated due to noise
in the image and motion boundaries [3]. The new motion estimation error equation
becomes (compare with equation 3.8):
E= E[A(p(- u(xy) + a -+ ai )+
(X,y) a at
I [P(U(Xly - U(,j) ,ý 02) + P(V(x,y) - V(ij),U2)11
(3.14)
The quadratic is replaced by the Lorentzian function p(x, a). This formulation is
again non-convex. If the data conservation term at a point and any of the smoothness
terms with the 4 neighbors disagree, any term may be treated as an outlier while the
others are minimized. This results in many local minima. A common method used to
find a local minimum is simultaneous over relaxation (SOR) which iteratively updates
the current velocity estimates to minimize the error equation. At iteration (n + 1)
the update equations are [5]:
(n+i) = (n) 1 E
UT(u(,y)) au((,y)
(3.15)
1 dE(,) (n+l) = (,y) - w 1T•,
WT(V(~y)) aV(x,y)
(3.16)
where 0 < w < 2 is the "SOR parameter" which controls the speed of convergence.
T(.) is the upper bound of the second derivative of the error equation with respect to
the velocity.
( _)2 4 0 2 E
T(u(,,,)) = +- > 2(y) 2  0'22 - au(x,y)2
(3.17)
SA( )2  4 02 E
T(v(, )) = y+ +2 >X a22 -2v((,y)2
(3.18)
At each step, the current velocity estimates are corrected to reduce the error
equation. The partial derivative of the error equation (shown for u(x,y) only) is [3]:
UE d=A aI OI O OI
(xy- aX [ a('xt(x,Y) + "ayv)(y)+ '• Z 4(u(,0y) - u(ij), 2) (3.19)
The advantage of using a robust estimator is easily shown when minimizing using
the SOR algorithm. The change at each step in magnitude and direction of the
velocity at each point depends on the current value of the influence function O(x, a)
of each of the 5 terms in the error equation. When the quadratic is used, outliers
incorrectly have a large influence. To make the membrane model weak, the influence
of outlier terms must be diminished. This is accomplished when the Lorentzian
estimator is used.
Graduated Non-convexity
As stated before, a local minimum can be found using the SOR algorithm. However,
the global minimum of the non-convex error equation needs to be found. The com-
putational expense of stochastic approaches discourages their use. Fortunately, the
error function to be minimized is now differentiable and a more efficient minimiza-
tion technique is used. Specifically, the graduated non-convexity (GNC) algorithm
presented in [5] is used to minimize the error equation.
GNC minimizes the error function by first constructing a convex approximation
to the error function which is easily minimized using the SOR algorithm described
above. Successive approximations which slowly converge to the original error function
are constructed. Once the local minimum is found at each GNC stage using the SOR
algorithm, the resulting velocity estimates are used as the initial estimates for the
next stage. Unfortunately this technique does not guarantee global optimization of
the error function. A trade off is made: computational intensity is reduced, leaving
the possibility of non-optimal results.
The GNC algorithm is readily applicable to the robust formulation with the
Lorentzian as the estimator. The sequence of error functions to be minimized can
easily be constructed by varying the control parameters al and 02. The value of l,
determines the outlier threshold T71 for the optical flow argument to the data con-
servation term in the error equation. The value of 0 2 determines when any of the
,spatial smoothness terms are considered outliers. By setting each parameter suffi-
ciently high, the initial function is locally convex, since no term can be considered
an outlier. The value of each control parameter is slowly lowered to construct the
sequence of functions to be minimized until the final error function is reached. In this
manner, outliers are slowly introduced [3].
Parameter Values
To construct the convex approximation, all argument values must be less than the
outlier threshold T. If the largest possible argument values are known or estimated,
each a could be set such that the outlier threshold is beyond these values.
The initial velocity estimates are set to 0 everywhere to begin the SOR iterations
to minimize the convex function. Thus, the initial value of the data conservation
argument u(xy) + (xy) + is equal to Ieverywhere. A conservative estimate for
the outlier threshold rT for the convex approximation is the max 12. oa to determine
the convex approximation is set equal to this ~.
To determine the outlier threshold T2 for the convex approximation, we first guess
the largest possible velocity VL between the two frames. The estimate for 72 is set
equal to 2 VL which will account for the largest possible velocity difference between
two neighboring pixels. O2 for the convex approximation is set equal to this .
The final error function can be determined by estimating the outlier thresholds
T1 and 72 for the final GNC stage and setting each control parameter aO and O12 to
- and 2 respectively. It remains a challenge to determine the optimal threshold
value for the data and smoothness term for the final function. In general, for the
smoothness term it can be assumed at the final stage any small velocity difference
is an outlier. In practice, many trials with different threshold values were attempted
to find the best parameter values. Determining optimal parameter values remains a
current drawback to the algorithm and requires further research.
Once the initial and final parameter values are determined, the sequence of func-
tions are constructed using a fixed number of GNC stages. For simplicity, the pa-
rameters vary on a linear path form start to finish. They define the function to be
minimized at each stage. The parameter A is difficult to determine formally, and is
empirically determined to be 10.
Experimental Results
To cope with large motions, a coarse-to-fine strategy is used based on the Laplacian
pyramid structure described in [6]. A Laplacian pyramid structure separates an image
into band-passed filtered images of lower resolution. Empirical results show better
motion estimation on bandpassed filtered images. Once an image is filtered, it is
down sampled by 2. When the motion estimates have been determined at the image
of lowest resolution (top of the pyramid), the motion estimates are projected to the
next pyramid level and the image is warped according to the displacement estimates
from the higher level. Motion estimation is done using the warped image. The residual
motion calculated is added to the pre-warp velocities, and the process continues until
the bottom of the pyramid is reached. The complete motion estimation method is
describe in the block diagram in Figure 3-7. It differs slightly than that described
in [3]. The full GNC minimization (all stages) is done at each pyramid level before
moving to the next level.
An experiment of the motion estimation algorithm is done using computer gener-
ated images. Figure 3-8 shows a random textured background with 2 random textured
blocks. The top block moves 1 pixel to the left, while the bottom block moves 1 pixel
to the right. The background is stationary. Four GNC stages for each level in the
pyramid are constructed with the initial parameter values determined as described
,above. The final ol and Ur2 values are set to 20 and .09 respectively. At each stage
200 iterations of the SOR algorithm is done, where a single iteration is the updating
of U(x,Y) and v(x,,) at every point in the image.
Motion discontinuities can be recovered from the final velocity flow field. These
are points in which the final velocity difference between any neighbor exceeds the
outlier threshold r2 for the smoothness term in the final error function minimized.
Figure 3-9 shows the detected motion discontinuities for the computer generated
motion example.
This outlier-rejection algorithm provides the benefit of a motion estimation al-
gorithm which is robust enough to estimate motion in image scenes with multiple
moving objects. In addition, since the error function to be minimized is differentiable
and can be solved using the simpler GNC method, the computational intensity is
reduced when compared to the more intense simulated annealing method required to
estimate motion with the line-process.
Figure 3-7: Motion estimation algorithm
Figure 3-8: Computer generated frame
Figure 3-9: Motion discontinuities
Chapter 4
High-Resolution Reconstruction
4.1 High-Resolution Reconstruction
A motion estimation algorithm has been established, and the relative pixel displace-
ments between the reference frame and successive frames can be determined. This
chapter describes a method to reconstruct the high-resolution image and compares
the results with interpolation.
The discrete high-resolution image of the original scene f(x, y) is reconstructed
by using the original reference frame and adding information from successive frames.
First, to initialize the high-resolution image, the low-resolution image is expanded to
the size of the high-resolution image. For example, to double the number of sample
points in each direction, the high-resolution image is initialized as follows:
) (x/2,y/2), when both x and y are evenf(xy) (4.1)
O, otherwise
Figure 4-1 illustrates this process. The grid sites with filled circles in the high-
resolution frame represents the expanded information from the reference frame. The
additional sites must be filled by either interpolation or with information from suc-
Figure 4-1: Low-resolution and initial high-resolution sampling grid
cessive frames which is provided by sub-pixel motion between frames.
Motion estimation is done between the original sampled frame and successive
frames. Therefore, once the pixel displacement is estimated, the motion vector must
be appropriately translated to finds its position in the high-resolution grid. When
motion estimation is done between the reference frame and all other frames, the es-
timated location of every point, which can be any fractional displacement from a
sampling location in the high-resolution grid, is known. Since there are several inde-
pendently moving objects and several frames the resulting high-resolution image is
non-uniformly sampled and interpolation must be done to display the high-resolution
image on a uniform grid.
Interpolation of a non-uniformly sampled image to a uniform grid is a difficult
problem. Any interpolation involves forming an initial assumption about the contin-
uous function that is sampled. Since the goal of this reconstruction is to produce a
high-resolution image, any process which blurs the output must be avoided. In this
c.ase, nearest-neighbor interpolation is used to go from the non-uniform to uniform
sampling grid. Interpolation experiments in Chapter 2 concluded that any higher
order interpolation technique will blur the image.
The high-resolution grid is filled with the nearest point to the desired high-
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Figure 4-2: High-resolution reconstruction
resolution sampling grid location. It is assumed that the estimated fractional dis-
placement of every pixel from all the frames will be unique. If it is not, the disputed
location is filled with the first frame pixel to fill the location.
Nearest-neighbor interpolation, in general, may result in interpolation error and
noticeable pixel replication in the output image. However, with sub-pixel motion
in the sequence and several frames, it is assumed that the location of the nearest-
neighbor will be close to the desired sampling position. In addition, noticeable pixel
replication may be avoided, since the sample point added from a successive frames
is not necessarily identical to the surrounding sample points. The total reconstruc-
tion process is shown in Figure 4-2. A reference frame is taken and combined with
information from additional frames.
Figure 4-3: Object boundaries
Figure 4-4: Synthetic computer image
4.2 Example of a Synthetic Image
Now, after we described the video resolution enhancement algorithm, a comparison
can be made of this algorithm with different single frame interpolation methods.
Results from the two processes can be evaluated to determine algorithm performance
and potential limitations. The first example is from a computer generated image
sequence. The synthetic images are created by direct sampling of 2 conceptual objects
in the scene. Each object is a solid rectangle defined by lines through the boundaries
shown in Figure 4-3.
The objects can not be sampled well enough and are poorly realized in the first
image frame shown in Figure 4-4. The object boundaries are jagged. Any attempt to
increase the resolution of the object by interpolation will surely fail. In the following
examples, the size of the synthetic image is doubled in each direction.
.·:
''
''
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Figure 4-5: Nearest-neighbor interpolation
.4.2.1 Interpolation
The synthetic image is first interpolated using nearest-neighbor interpolation (see
Figure 4-5). Since the original image is under-sampled, pixel replication is evident
in the final image. There is very little resolution loss. However, the resulting image
from this interpolation has done a poor job in reconstructing a high-resolution image
of the actual objects.
The results from higher order interpolation methods do a better job, since the
gross interpolation error is reduced. However, the image of both rectangles is again
poorly captured, since the resulting images are blurred. The results from bilinear and
piecewise cubic interpolation are shown in Figures 4-6 and 4-7 respectively.
4.2.2 Multi-Frame Resolution Enhancement
Each interpolation method assumes an underlying model of the scene given the sam-
ple points of a single frame. The specific image model assumptions are evident in the
resulting interpolated images. In video sequences with moving objects, sub-pixel mo-
Figure 4-6: Bilinear interpolation
Figure 4-7: Piecewise cubic interpolation
Figure 4-8: Multi-frame resolution enhancement
tion can be exploited to gain actual information from the image. With this additional
-information, incorrect scene models can be avoided.
Three additional frames of the objects are created by moving the rectangle objects
half of a pixel in different directions with each frame and sampling the images. To
create the first additional frame, the top rectangle moves to the left while the bottom
moves oppositely to the right. Further frames are created with the top and bottom
rectangles moving respectively towards the top and the bottom for the next frame and
to the left and right for the final frame. The high-resolution reconstruction proceeds
as described in the block diagram in Figure 4-2 with the original frame as the reference
frame. The result is shown in Figure 4-8. Since actual scene information is used, this
result is much closer to the underlying scene object.
4.3 Examples of Real Images
The example on synthetic images shows that the use of multiple frames has an advan-
tage in resolution enhancement, since lost information can be restored. This section
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Figure 4-9: High pass filter h(x, y)
presents examples of resolution enhancement on real image scenes. The results using
multiple image frames are compared with those from interpolation techniques.
4.3.1 Reduction of Image Blurring
The original images have poor resolution due to the blurring degradation caused by
the camera sensors. Before resolution enhancement can be accomplished, this initial
blur must be reduced. Image blur can be modeled as the convolution of the original
image and a blurring function. To reduce this degradation, the blurring function is
estimated for the camera, and inverse filtering is applied to each of the original de-
graded digital images ^(x, y). For the following examples, the image blurring function
is modeled with a Gaussian , and the images are high pass filtered before process-
ing. The parameters for the 3x3 Gaussian blurring function are found in [6]. The
coefficients for the high pass filter used are shown in Figure 4-9.
4.3.2 Two Motions
The simplest multiple motion example consists of a stationary background and a
moving object. Figure 4-10 shows the original image to be enhanced 1. The images are
obtained from an NTSC video camera using a frame grabber. Motion for successive
frames is produced by shifting the book while keeping the camera stationary.
The results from several interpolation methods described in Chapter 2 are shown
in Figures 4-11, 4-12 , and 4-13. As expected, the interpolated images are slightly
blurred.
1The image contains degradation seen as "ringing" artifacts from deficiencies in the frame grabber
used to obtain the images used in this example.
Figure 4-10: Original image frame
Figure 4-14 shows the results of multi-frame resolution enhancement using 4 video
frames. This method produces a sharper image than interpolation. The benefit of
using multiple frames algorithm is shown in figure 4-15 which compares a portion of
the image obtained from the different interpolation techniques and the multi-frame
resolution enhancement algorithm. The motion estimation is done using 3 pyramid
levels. Only the final GNC stage is used which produces good motion estimates in
this example.
4.3.3 Three Motions
The following example increases the number of motions in the image scene to deter-
mine possible limitations on multi-frame resolution enhancement. Figure 4-16 shows
the original image taken with a digital camera. The examples from interpolation are
shown in Figures 4-17, 4-18 , and 4-19.
The 2 objects are moved in opposite directions to create additional frames. A 4
Figure 4-11: Bilinear interpolation
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Figure 4-12: Bicubic interpolation
Figure 4-13: Piecewise cubic interpolation
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Figure 4-14: Multi-frame resolution enhancement
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Figure 4-15: (a) Bilinear (top left), (b) Bicubic (top right), (c) Piecewise cubic (bot-
tom left), (d) Multi-frame resolution enhancement (bottom right). The advantage
of the multi-frame technique is that you are able to produce sharper edges while
interpolation techniques tend to blur the results and smooth the image.
57
Figure 4-16: Original image frame
level pyramid with 6 GNC stages is used to do motion estimation. Figure 4-20 shows
the results of multi-frame resolution enhancement. There are noticeable artifacts
around object boundaries in the image as a result of incorrect motion estimates at
some pixels. The underlying assumption of accurate motion estimation for every
pixel is not met. To reduce some of the artifacts, a 3 point separable median filter is
applied. Median filtering is used to reduce noise since it will not smooth image edges.
The resulting image is shown in Figure 4-21.
Figure 4-17: Bilinear interpolation
Figure 4-18: Bicubic interpolation
Figure 4-19: Piecewise cubic interpolation
Figure 4-20: Multi-frame resolution enhancement
Figure 4-21: Multi-frame resolution enhancement and median filter
Chapter 5
Conclusion
This thesis developed a method for video resolution enhancement when multiple mo-
tions are present in the image sequence. The motion estimation used is based on
the algorithm presented in [3]. The algorithm is modified by the use of a Laplacian
pyramid structure and applying all stages of the GNC algorithm for global minimiza-
tion at each pyramid level before moving to the next level. In addition, the original
method was not used in the context of resolution enhancement. Median filtering is
added to reduce degradation from incorrect motion estimates.
The results from multi-frame resolution enhancement are compared with several
interpolation techniques. Interpolation methods which have low computational ex-
pense smooth edges in the image and are not able to truly increase resolution in the
image.
Using multiple image frames to do resolution enhancement has the potential to
produce a sharper image. Actual scene information is used, and edges in the image
can be preserved. The premise for multi-frame resolution enhancement is based on
accurate pixel displacement estimation for every pixel in the image. Consequently,
with current motion estimation algorithms, resolution enhancement may result in
some image artifacts, and additional image restoration techniques must be used when
necessary.
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